SUPERSEAL Carpet Subfloor
Installation Instructions

September 01, 2011 - present

Properties
Material - Dimpled Sheet
Measuring tape and Exacto knife or sharp sissors
Color - Dimpled Sheet
Thickness - Dimpled Sheet
IMPORTANT INSTALLATION NOTES
Area Weight (approx)
Prior to installation, the Carpet Subfloor needs to be
properly climatized for approximately 12-24 hours at a Dimple Height
Compressive Strength
temperature between 60-80ºF (15-26ºC). The
Service Temp Range

TOOLS REQUIRED

climatized roll should not be installed until the flooring
is almost ready to installed.
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Values
High-Denisty Polyethylene (HDPE)
Black
0.5 mm (20mil)
500 g/m²
2.8mm (1/8")
750 kN/m²(15,600 psf)
-40º C to +80º C

PART #

ROLL SIZE

Cut and remove the tape that is keeping the roll together and loosen DD10162 3’3" x 50' - 162 ft² (1m x 15m)
it up a little to allow it to climatize properly. You can also pre cut the
carpet, wood or laminate
roll to size before you climatize it, however you may have to trim the
underlay or foam
edges again before you install your flooring.
2.8mm
(0.11")

DIMPLES

STEP 1 - Unroll & Cut to Fit

AIR SPACE

Unroll the membrane and cut to fit the area required.
Leave a ¼ inch space at walls, edges, posts etc…

STEP 2 - Joining 2 Pieces Together
When joining 2 pieces, butt the edges of the membrane together and
tape the seam using SUPERSEAL Subfloor Tape. For added protection,
overlap and interlock the membrane by 1-2 inches first.
SUPERSEAL Subfloor tape is required for proper connection and sealing
of the subfloor membrane. Other tapes do not compare, use SUPERSEAL.
2.83 in x 136 ft
7.2cm x 41.5m)

Subfloor Tape

Carpet
Carpet Pad

Carpet Subfloor membrane
Tack Strip

Moisture Resistant

Tear By Hand Design

Can be Used Inside or Outside

Installing the Tack Strip & Carpet
The design of the carpet subfloor allows you to nail the tack strip
through the membrane as you normally would. Once fastened to the
substrate, install your carpet pad and carpet as normal.
When installing the tack strip, you may require additional nails as they
do not always take.

ADDITIONAL NOTES
Ensure your floor is flat or level prior to installation.
Repair all bumps or divots.
Laminate or engineered wood can be installed directly on top of
Carpet Subfloor.
If the ends are rolling up, back roll them or flip the membrane over.
Do NOT install under a load bearing wall
Not intended for bearing walls.

